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REAL   9400 PLUS CHILD® 



Many children with functional disabilities can sit comfortably at a table without extensive  

support, but they do need a chair with special features.  It must be possible to tilt the seat easily, 

while at the same time providing stable support for the back and feet. REAL 9300/9400 EL PLUS 

for children, is the module chair where needs dictate design. 

REAL 9400 PLUS for children - easy to adjust 

A REAL 9400 PLUS  with PLUS base enables children with functional  disabilities to sit actively at 

a desk or a table. The height of the seat can easily be adjusted for various table heights, and the 

brake is operated either by hand or foot. The chair remains se-curely in the place you want it to 

be but can easily be moved if required. The chair must also be easy to adapt for the user, which 

is why it has a modular structure and can be augmented as the child grows. 

High quality 

The REAL 9400 PLUS  for children has a modern, flexible and durable design. It is manufactured 

at our own facilities in Sweden. 

PLUS-base 43 for children 

The small, versatile PLUS-base makes movement of the chair easy, in narrow spaces as well. 

Options 

The REAL 9400 PLUS  for children can be customized in many ways. Read our accessories folder 

for more options. 



ErgoMedic PLUS – ergonomic design out of the ordinary 

To further increase sitting comfort, Mercado Medic has developed the seat system ERGOMEDIC 

PLUS. 

It’s very suitable for children with sitting positioning difficulties. The system consists of four 

inter- acting parts: seat, back, armrest and neck support. The seat has the right form and  

softness to ensure optimal stability and comfort. 

The lower part of the high backrest is shaped to enable the child to sit with pelvic support even 

when tilted backwards. The high backrest is also available with extra side wedges for extra 

comfort and positioning (for more information please see our seat system brochure). 

Ergonomic hand controls 

To be able to adjust the chair in an effortless way, REAL 9400 PLUS for children is equipped with 

very accessible and ergonomic controls. The controls are marked with symbols for each 

purpose of use. 

New mechanism for seat angle 

Our new reinforced mechanism for seat angle has an extended interval (+15/-23˚) and it is  

adjustable in three varied positions (see picture no. 7 on page 6). This option suits children with 

extra ordinary needs (e.g. spastic children). With a single grip you can change between the  

positions. 



REAL 9400 PLUS TRANSPORT alt. 

REAL 9400 PLUS TRANSPORT EL 

with carer actuated push bar 

mounted on PLUS-base. The push 

bar is adjustable in depth at two 

positions. Braking is via hand-

brake lever placed on the push 

bar. The front castors have a diam-

eter of 125 mm, which facilitates  

crossing thresholds and the like. 

Large, directional- stable rear  

castors.   
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